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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your supplier sent you stock against a consigned agreement. You
transferred all the stock to owned and generated a consumption
advice. An invoice was raised by the supplier and the payment
mode. A few days after using some of the quantities of the
stock, you realized that some of the stock sent by the supplier
is not of suitable quality and you need to send the stock back.
What is the process of returning the material?
A. Return the material and create a debit memo for the
supplier.
B. You have to transfer the ownership of item and perform the
return transaction.
C. You cannot return consigned items that are invoiced and
paid. Treat the material as scrap.
D. You have to cancel the Invoice and send the material back
without changing the ownership.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Phreakers are hackers who specialize in telephone fraud. What
type of telephone fraud/attack makes use of a device that
generates tones to simulate inserting coins in pay phones, thus
fooling the system into completing free calls?
A. Black Boxes
B. Red Boxes
C. White Boxes
D. Blue Boxes
Answer: B
Explanation:
A red box is a phreaking device that generates tones to
simulate inserting coins in pay phones, thus fooling the system
into completing free calls. In the US, a dime is represented by
two tones, a nickel by one, and a quarter by a set of 5 tones.
Any device capable of playing back recorded sounds can
potentially be used as a red box. Commonly used devices include
modified
Radio Shack tone dialers, personal MP3 players, and
audio-recording greeting cards.
BLUE BOX
An early phreaking tool, the blue box is an electronic device
that simulates a telephone operator's
dialing console. It functions by replicating the tones used to
switch long-distance calls and using
them to route the user's own call, bypassing the normal

switching mechanism. The most typical
use of a blue box was to place free telephone calls inversely, the Black Box enabled one to
receive calls which were free to the caller. The blue box no
longer works in most western nations,
as modern switching systems are now digital and no longer use
the in-band signaling which the
blue box emulates. Instead, signaling occurs on an out-of-band
channel which cannot be
accessed from the line the caller is using (called Common
Channel Interoffice Signaling (CCIS)).
BLACK BOX
The black box (as distinguished from blue boxes and red boxes),
sometimes called an Agnew (see
Spiro (device) for the origin of the nickname), was a device
built by phone phreaks during the
1960s and 1970s in order to defeat long distance phone call
toll charges, and specifically to block
the supervision signal sent by the receiving telephone handset
when the call was answered at the
receiving end of the call.
The act of picking up the handset of a telephone causes a load
to be put on the telephone line, so
that the DC voltage on the line drops below the approximately
45 volts present when the phone is
disconnected. The black box consisted of a large capacitor
which was inserted in series with the
telephone, thereby blocking DC current but allowing AC current
(i.e., ringing signal and also audio
signal) to pass. When the black box was switched into the
telephone line, the handset could be
picked up without the telephone system knowing and starting the
billing process.
In other words, the box fooled the phone company into thinking
no one had answered at the
receiving end, and therefore billing was never started on the
call.
WHITE BOX
The white box is simply a portable Touch-Tone Keypad.
Source: HARRIS, Shon, All-In-One CISSP Certification Exam
Guide, McGraw-Hill/Osborne, 2001,
Page 654.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Red_box_(phreaking)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blue_box
http://www.bombshock.com/archive/Phreaking_and_Phone_Systems/Bo
x_Plans/

NEW QUESTION: 3
Note: This question is part of a series of questions that
present the same scenario. Each question in the series contains
a unique solution that might meet the stated goals. Some

question sets might have more than one correct solution, while
others might not have a correct solution.
After you answer a question in this sections, you will NOT be
able to return to it. As a result, these questions will not
appear in the review screen.
You have a Hyper-V host named Server1 that hosts a virtual
machine named VM1. Server1 and VM1 run Windows Server 2016.
The settings for VM1 are configured as shown in the exhibit
below.
You need to ensure that you can use the Copy-VMFile cmdlet on
Server1 to copy files from VM1.
Solution: You need to enable the Guest Service integration
service for VM1.
Does this meet the goal?
A. NO
B. YES
Answer: B
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